Experimental investigation of mass analysis using an island of stability with a quadrupole with 2.0% added octopole field.
We describe experimental investigations of mass analysis using an island of stability with a linear quadrupole with a 2.0% added octopole field. The island is formed by auxiliary quadrupole excitation. The experiments confirm the results of previous computer simulations (Konenkov et al., J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 2007; 18: 826-834). With the resolving direct current (dc) applied to the quadrupole so that the Mathieu parameter a > 0, conventional mass analysis with applied radio-frequency (rf) and dc and no auxiliary excitation is possible. In this case, use of an island of stability yields similar peak shape and resolution. However, with the polarity of the resolving dc reversed, so that a < 0, only very low resolution can be obtained; the added octopole prevents conventional mass analysis. By using a stability island when a < 0, the resolution is substantially improved. In this case the use of an island allows mass analysis under conditions where the added octopole field severely degrades conventional analysis. The experiments also confirm the position of the island predicted by the simulations.